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Pipeline

Abstract
We introduce a novel low level feature for identifying cover songs which quantifies
the relative changes in the smoothed frequency spectrum of a song. Our key
insight is that a sliding window representation of a chunk of audio can be viewed
as a time-ordered point cloud in high dimensions. For corresponding chunks of
audio between different versions of the same song, these point clouds are
approximately rotated, translated, and scaled copies of each other. If we treat
MFCC embeddings as point clouds and cast the problem as a relative shape
sequence, we are able to correctly identify 42/80 cover songs in the ``Covers 80"
dataset. By contrast, all other work to date on cover songs exclusively relies on
matching note sequences from Chroma derived features.

Cross-Similarity Matrices

Self-Similarity Matrices

•
•

Computed for each block l of B contiguous beats for each song
Invariant to rotation/translation
Point-center and sphere-normalize windows within each block to help
make invariant to scale

•
•
•

•
•

“Don’t Let It Bring You Down”

•

Different gender singer, different instruments, different vocal/instrument
balance

Beat-Synchronous Blocking And Windowing

Resize all self-similarity images to common dimension d x d
Comparing SSM from each beat-synchronous block in song A to SSM
from each block in song B.
Long diagonals indicate good matches
Converting to binary matrix makes more robust. A pixel (i, j) is one if it is
within the kappa fraction of nearest neighbors of block i in A to all blocks
in B and likewise for block j in B to blocks in A
Exploit Matlab’s fast matrix multiplication to compare all images
simultaneously
CSM = bsxfun(@plus, dot(Ds1,Ds1,2),dot(Ds2,Ds2,2)') …
- 2Ds1*Ds2';

True Cover: “We Can Work It Out”

The Beatles

Long diagonals visible for many well-matching blocks in sequence

B beats per block. Take all such blocks in the song
Take MFCC sliding window features to summarize each block
MFCC Window size average beat interval

•
•
•

Five Man Acoustical Jam

“We Can Work It Out”
Different band, live versus studio

False Cover: “We Can Work It Out” vs“Yesterday”

LoopDitty: Music As A Shape

No long diagonals; binary matrix is noisy

“Yesterday”

http://www.loopditty.net
Interactive App for Viewing PCA of shapes synchronized to
music
Each MFCC window is a point in 20-dimensional space
Longer MFCC window size helps smooth path
Similar relative shapes for cover songs

•
•
•

“Addicted To Love”
hook, by Robert Palmer
“We Can Work It Out”

Smith Waterman Alignment with Diagonal Constraints
• Allow gaps as in Smith
Waterman for extra beats,
but promote near-diagonal
paths
• Score of 1 for matching
SSMs
• Affine gap penalty

PCA Window Size 0.05 sec PCA Window Size 0.5 sec
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Future Work
•
•
•

Develop faster geometric metrics which are invariant to
rotation/translation but still as discriminative as L2 on SSMs
Develop metrics which are simultaneously invariant to rotation,
translation, and parameterization (time warps) of windows within blocks
Apply these techniques to genres where rhythmic structures and sound
flow are more important/discriminative than notes
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“We Can Work It Out” vs“Yesterday”

For gap of length g
• Similar to approach in [2]
Score: 93.1

•
•
•

80 pop song benchmark [1]. Best results reported in [4]
Most correct top rank with our scheme: 44/80
Results below for 50 x 50 SSMs with 10 windows per beat
(mean/median rank of correct song shown in parentheses)
Kappa B = 6

B=8

B = 10 B = 12 B = 14 B = 16 B = 18 B = 20 B = 22 B = 24

0.05

24 (8.5 29 (6 / 30 (5.5 34 (3 / 39 (2 / 42 (1 / 42 (1 / 41 (1 / 41 (1 / 44 (1
/ 19.6) 17.3) / 16.0) 14.0) 12.45) 13.5) 12.1) 11.7) 11.3) / 1.6)

0.1

27 (11 32 (6 / 39 (2 / 40 (1.5 39 (2 / 43 (1 / 43 (1 / 42 (1 / 42 (1 / 41 (1
/ 21.1) 18.0) 11.8) / 13.0) 12.2) 11.5) 12.6) 13.2) 14.1) / 3.7)

0.15

27 (7 / 34 (2 / 39 (2 / 42 (1 / 42 (1 / 44 (1 / 40 (1.5 42 (1 / 43 (1 / 44 (1
17.5) 14.1) 14.2) 12.5) 13.5) 12.5) / 12.9) 13.2) 12.4) /13.2)

0.2

40
26 (6 / 29 (5.5 34 (2.5 38 (2.5 42 (1 / 41 (1 / 40 (1.5 41 (1 / 40 (1.5 (1.5/1
17.8) / 16.7) / 15.9) / 15.2) 14.9) 13.9) / 13.2) 13.5) / 13.9) 3.8)

Score: 8

Results: “Blurred Lines” Cross-Similarity Matrices

Results: Covers 80
“Blurred Lines” by Robin Thicke

https://github.com/ctralie/PublicationsCode/tree/master/
ISMIR2015_CoverSongsShape

“We Can Work It Out”

False Cover

-0.5 – 0.7(g–1)

Please see our paper for a more complete list of references

Code

True Cover

Warping Paths Considered

•
•

MFCC Self-Similarity

Chroma Optimal Transposition
Index[2]

“Got To Give It Up” by Marvin Gaye
Every 4 beats rhythmic pattern repeats itself (many diagonals)
Note sequences are different, so traditional chroma-based
approaches fail to recognize similarities

